Linda Kooluris Dobbs

By Donna Jean MacKinnon -Episode 1

“Defying a medium, I make photographs look
like paintings and paintings like
photographs.”

Toronto artist Linda Kooluris
Dobbs, a powerhouse of
positive creative energy, has
enjoyed a career spanning 50
years and is still going strong.
Revered mentor and teacher
Linda is also an acclaimed
portrait painter, watercolorist, illustrator and
photographer. Photo credit -Edwin Luk, SVPhotography
In portraiture, Linda’s aim is that, 300 years
from now, a viewer will know the person
because of the story she has been able to
record. In the 1980s Linda painted musician
Bruce Cockburn, ballerina Karen Kain and
author Mavis Gallant to name a few. “Since
then I made my way as a portrait painter,” she
says.
Canadian art historian and curator Joan Murray
described Kooluris Dobbs’ portraits as artful
interplays of colour and shadow, of subject and
background.
“No matter what she chooses to paint,
portrait or still-life, Kooluris Dobbs imbues it all
with a mystical double entendre. Her portraits,
interpreted by some as high realism, look like
small hotly colored bouquets.”
In Linda’s portraits each personality is in an
unique setting, surrounded by symbols and
objects that are clues to the sitter’s interests
and accomplishments. In 2016, philanthropist,
Executive V-P and COO of AGF Management
Ltd., Judy Goldring posed for Linda. Goldring is
also an inductee in the Women’s Executive
Network’s Hall of Fame as one of the 100
most powerful women in Canada. In her

portrait, she is firmly planted on the modern
staircase, in the Goldring Centre for High
Performance Sport, a facility endowed by her
family. Her crossed arms draw attention to her
strong “capable” hands.
Prior to the Goldring commission Linda
worked on a portrait of Stephen Coxford,
President of Gresham & St. Andrews Inc.
Investment Company and Chairman of the
Board of Western University, 2012/13. Linda
painted Coxford, at home, in a minimal
contemporary setting indicating he is a man of
today.
Linda’s journey began in New Jersey. From
birth she was surrounded by her mother’s
immigrant Russian family who were schooled
in the fine arts. Her mother, a New Yorker,
was the leading disciple of her generation of
Isadora Duncan Dance. (Duncan, 1878-1927,
is considered the founder of modern dance.
Although American, Duncan really made her
mark in Europe with her avant gardenaturalistic
dance style. Ultimately she settled in Nice,
France, where she was strangled to death
when her long scarf was entangled in the
wheel of a car in which she was a passenger.)
Linda’s parents met during World War II. Her
Greek-American father George Kooluris ran
the Suburban Cocktail Lounge in East Orange,
New Jersey, a restaurant with a reputation for
good meat – a scarcity during the war years.
Linda’s mother and her friend visited the
restaurant for the meat. When George saw
Hortense Dolinsky, he knew it was his only
chance and asked her out. They went to the
ritzy St. Regis Hotel and when they arrived,
everyone said hello George. Miss Dolinsky was
impressed enough to marry him.
With a dancer and restauranteur as parents,
Linda declares, she couldn’t help but be an
extrovert.

Linda, a privileged child, was sent each July to
the School of Creative Arts in Martha’s
Vineyard. This was a highly disciplined
experience, preparing Linda for life as an artist.
Augusts she went to the family estate in the
Catskill Mountains where the talented
Dolinskys concentrated on their individual
passions of painting, writing or music.
“It was a perfect setting for me. Children were
ignored, so I was left a young observer, on the
outside, looking in. Something must have sunk
in and perhaps, through genes, art came
naturally to me,” Linda says.
In grade 7, an art teacher looking over her
shoulder, declared, “that’s no way to
draw!” Stunned Linda, did not take another
formal art class until she attended Pine Manor
College in Massachusetts. There in 1968, she
won the Annual Art Purchase Prize for
her plein air oil painting of an autumnal
landscape. This was her first sale. “They
realized I had a gift,” she says. Fifty years later,
Pine Manor awarded her an Honorary
Doctorate in Visual Arts.
A Pine Manor colleague, recommended Linda
for the Academic Year Abroad program so, in
the fall of 1968, Linda set sail for France
aboard the S. S. United States. In Paris, at the
Sorbonne, she studied the French language, art
history and most important drawing with
Nicolas Manev (considered the greatest
Bulgarian painter). A year later, she returned to
New York and entered the School of Visual
Arts, receiving a BFA in illustration in 1972.
“My father's hard work paid for my entire
education. The Great Depression had curtailed
his education. Our parents raised my brother
and me to believe in ourselves and provided
opportunities to allow that to happen.”

Linda stayed in New York slaving long hours,
for $64 weekly, at Dover Publications doing
layout and type corrections in books to be
reprinted. At night she studied fashion
illustration. “I sure put in my 10,000 hours.”
Linda says.
An SVA instructor Sarah Reader had
commented Linda’s work was “very
European” and they would love it in Montreal.
Reader arranged for her to meet art directors
and editors there. Being bi-lingual, doors
opened and Linda’s freelance career as an
illustrator took off. Linda’s covers for Montreal
Scene, a lifestyle publication, included colorful
streetscapes and evocative renderings of
favorite Montreal spots like Waldman’s Fish
Market and Fairmount Bagel Factory. She also
illustrated record jackets and provided
illustrations for NOUS, a francophone
magazine featuring Quebecois politics.

By 1978 toute le monde was leaving Quebec,
due to Premier Rene Leveque’s extreme profrancophone regime, so Linda decided to try
another Canadian city. In Toronto, to
supplement her income, Linda began teaching
drawing, color and graphic design at Ryerson
University and continued until 2001. She also
“schlepped “ her portfolio around and landed
several illustration jobs. (Interestingly, Kooluris
Dobbs’ current resume lists 76 different
illustration clients.)

Ontario Premier David Peterson both reside
at Queen’s Park. Currently Kooluris Dobbs is
concentrating on portraiture. She believes her
penetrating portraits, like those of American
painter John Singer Sargent, will last.

Meanwhile Linda was also working as a
photographer and built up a large commercial
clientele along with a reputation as a fine
artist. Commissions, exhibitions and sales
flourished in the U.S., Canada and abroad. Her
first Toronto exhibition in 2002, Vatican
Gardens and Roman Reflections, was at First
Canadian Place. After subsequent shoots, she
published her first book Gardens of the
Vatican. Most recently, Salsa Eight on
Eight, sponsored by TD Salsa in Toronto, was
shown at Galleria 814. The exhibit featured
photographs of sensual international salsa
dancers in motion.
Kooluris Dobbs has also reaped awards and
earned accolades for her watercolors. From
1994-2004, her work was included in eight
of SPLASH Northlight Books, an American
publication featuring the top North American
watercolorists.
By the ‘90s, Linda’s reputation as an
accomplished portrait painter was well
established and benefactors, including The
Hon. Henry Jackman, 25th Lt-Governor of
Ontario, recommended her for commissions.
He said “Ms. Dobbs painted an excellent
portrait of me, now hanging at Queen’s Park.
She is a very competent and professional
person and I have no hesitation recommending
her for a commission to undertake a portrait
for any major institution.” Linda’s 1997 painting
of Jackman and her 1998 portrait of former

The Honourable David Peterson 1998
Former Premier of Ontario, 1985 -19190
Peterson strikes a casual pose. His loosened
tie represents his openness and lack of
stuffiness. His reflection in the mirror is the
artist’s manipulation to have him turned
toward the family photo on the
mantelpiece. Observe the view through the
window of Peterson’s country house. It
represents the fresh light he brought into
the premier’s office.

Dr. Sylvia Ostry 2005
Former Deputy Minister, Consumer & Corporate
Affairs, 1978/79 Order of Canada
Ostry’s portrait was commissioned by her late
husband Bernard Ostry (1927-2006). Dobbs painted
it “on the sly,” using a 40 year old black and white
photo, for the head only, a device to make the
portrait timeless. The Ostrys were avid collectors of
Art Deco and Art Nouveau art, so Ostry is pictured
with objets from their collection. She is dressed in a
timeless outfit - Hermes scarf, simple trousers,
Chanel cardigan and classic pumps.

The Honourable Henry Jackman 1997
25th Lieutenant - Governor of Ontario 1991 – 1997
Jackman’s portrait was commissioned, for Queens’s Park,
where it joined a century of former political dignitaries.
Before painting, Dobbs viewed all the Queen’s Park pictures,
so the style of Jackman’s portrait would fit in. In order to
capture Jackman’s proud British heritage, his family’s long
history in Ontario and his life as a man of affairs, the artist
used a large 6-foot, horizontal canvas to fit in all the
historical objects that tell his story.
One book
shelf, alone, took one week to paint.
Jackman is seen in a powerful pyramid arrangement so
everything happens behind him. The soft coral cabinetry
offsets the masculine objects including a ceremonial sword
associated with the Victoria Cross honours. The sculptures,
on either side of Jackman, are of Tecumseh and General
Brock. The Remembrance Day poppy represents Jackman’s
position as Commander-in Chief of the Governor General’s
Horse Guards.

Judy Goldring 2016
University of Toronto, Governing Council and
Philanthropist. COO of AMG Management. Named one of
the 100 most powerful women in Canada.
The artist scouted locales for this portrait and decided
Goldring required a modern, rather than traditional backdrop.
Thus Goldring is positioned on a surreal staircase that
appears to be endless – representing the future. The stairs
are in the Goldring Centre for High Performance Sport, a
facility endowed by the Goldring family. Goldring stands
firmly, indicating her strength. All objects represent
something important in Goldring’s life. Note the photograph
of her daughters.

Anne Tanenbaum 1996
Philanthropist responsible for the Centre of Jewish
Studies, U of T and Israeli institutions concerned with
health and education.
Tanenbaum (19??- 2008) is depicted as an elegant senior
lady, in perky red, posed on a traditional sofa in her
comfortable home. This portrait was commissioned by
her son Joey Tanenbaum. The artist’s intension was to
show “the love of a son for his mother” and a woman
adored by all her family. Dobbs was fascinated with
Tanenbaum’s perfect hands and expensive stockings and
shoes as befits a lady of affluence.

Professor Emeritus
Caesar Blake 1995
Dobbs describes Blake, a
professor of English
literature (U of Toronto),
as “the most elegant man
I ever met.”
Thus the black tailored
suit against the mantle
with the classic Greek
freeze speaks to the
superb taste of the
subject.
The portrait was
commissioned by Blake’s
partner, mystery writer
Professor Anthony
Stephenson. The I8-inchhigh picture was unveiled
at a party, at the Four
Seasons, as a 70th
birthday surprise. Dobbs
describes the painting as
“her jewel.”

Richard B. Wright 1984 Author
Because Ontario writer Wright (1937-2017), author of
several books including the award-winning novel Clara
Callan, would “gaze at the heavens” while visiting the
artist, Kooluris Dobbs painted him disembodied and in
the firmament. His blue eyes become the focal point and
twinkle like the stars.

Stephen Coxford 2015
President of Gresham & St. Andrews Inc. Investment Co. Board of
Governors Chair, University of Western Ontario, 2012/13.
Philanthropist and art collector.
Coxford, a man of today, is centered and seated, in a modern
ergonomic chair, surrounded by plexiglass stands upon which are
placed significant books, photo of the family heli-skiing and a
poster representing a lecture series, sponsored by Coxford. The
soft purple behind him is the pastel version of Western U’s color,
where the portrait resides.

Professor Vern Krishna CM,QC, FRSC 2004
Professor of Law, University of Ottawa. Author of many
publications as an expert on tax and business law. The first
non-white Treasurer of the Law Society of Upper Canada,
2001-03. Order of Canada.
The artist’s intension was to emphasize Krishna’s “kind eyes”
and the “powerful energy coming from him.” He talked with
his hands so they became a focal point in this portrait. He is
painted seated in the antique Treasurer’s Chair, in Osgoode
Hall, dressed in the robes of a barrister in the Old World
manner.
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“For me it is the new, the provocative that awakens and excites my eye.”
Linda Kooluris Dobbs

With camera at ready, peripatetic artist Linda Kooluris Dobbs enjoys roving around Toronto,
ever alert for an unusual image. As a visual artist, she observes details most people would
overlook.Time stands still in Linda’s Hoboken View (1970), featuring a man, a wharf and the
Empire State Building and in her 2012 photograph of a bicyclist, in mid-air, at Toronto Harbour.
Since 2009 Linda has also served as an official photographer at the Canada Salsa & Bachata
Congress.
With her Nikon cameras, she captures the sensuality of dancers, in motion, a process that
attests to her skill and elevates photography to an art form. “I went into the first shoot with an
open heart. This meant shooting, lightning fast, movement in dark light. I discovered I could do
this. I understand dance,” says Linda, who is a practitioner of Latin dance and the daughter of
a dancer who had little Linda dancing at age 3.
Jennifer Aucoin, founder of Steps Dance Studio and producer of the Salsa Congress
commented, Linda really knows how dancers feel on the stage. “It was wonderful to see photos
that showcase the emotional and artistic side of what we do. Not just the technical side.” In
2016, sixty-two of Linda’s exquisite dance images, were gathered for an exhibition, Salsa Eight
on Eight, mounted at Toronto’s Galleria 814. A photographic book of Latin dance, including
salsa, bachata, kizomba and zouk, is an ongoing project, according to Linda.
For camera aficionados, Linda’s first dance shots were taken with a NikonD70. She
advanced to a Nikon D300 and recently invested in a NikonD500, which meant buying a new
iMac and updating software. The new D500, with a fast lens, works beautifully in low (stage)
light and is ideal for speedy movement. But it wasn’t easy. In 2003 Linda was forced to go from
analogue to digital after she discovered Agfa was no longer making film. “I had always felt
competent as a painter and shooter and believed I did not need any new bells and whistles,”
Linda says. “I began working with digital, purchasing a Nikon D70. A. When it arrived, I left it on
the drafting table too frightened to open it.

Evening'Glow''96''Size:'24"'X'
30"'Medium:'Acrylic'
Location:'Private'Collection,'
Toronto'Dealers'have'often'
referred'to'Linda’s'acrylics'as'
her'oils.''She'paints'in'the'old'
master'style'beginning'with'
an'underpainting'and'going'
from'dark'to'light'on'the'
canvas,'This'stillPlife,'painted'
in'the'intimate'Vermeer'or'
Caravaggio'style'of'rich'color'
and'strong'contrast'of'light,'
was'set'in'her'home.'To'
make'the'commission'more'
personal,'she'used'the'
client’s'wine'jug'and'cheese'
knife.'

Hosteria'del'Mar'`14'Size:'17'3/4"'x'28"''Medium:'Watercolor,''Location:'Artist's'Collection'Set'at'
Ocean'Park,'San'Juan'early'in'the'morning'with'the'evocative'morning'light'pouring'in'through'an'
open'door'(not'seen'by'the'viewer).''The'charming'fading'stillPlife'of'radiant'saturated'colors'
caught'Linda’s'eye.'The'ocean'is'glimpsed'through'the'awning'window.'It'was'the'first'painting'to'
break'the'spell'of'a'hiatus'of'five'years.'

O r ie ntal) A r range m e nt) '94$$$$$$$$$$
Size:'40"$X$30"$Medium:'Acrylic'
Location:'Midland'Walwyn'/'Merrill'
Lynch&Collection(
This%stillPlife%was%a%commission%for%the%
entrance'of'the'Investment'Company'
Midland'Walwyn'(years'later'taken'over'
by#Merrill#Lynch).##Everything#in#Linda’s#
home%has%significant%personal%memories.%
Seen$here$are$a$1913$silver$Irish$tray$
presented!to#The#Royal#Dublin#Fusiliers#
and$jade$Quan$Yin$statue$of$Kildare’s$and$
a"red"enamel"and"silver"bowl"that"
belonged(to(Linda’s(mother.""'

Piemonte(Interior('92(
Size:'27'7/8"'X'18'7/8"''
Medium:'Watercolor'Location:'Private'
Collection,'Picton,'Ont.'
Chosen'by'North'Light'Books'Splash'3,'
this'Italian'interior'with'its'peeling'paint'
and'warm'cadmium'yellow'color'in'the'
home'of'Italian'friends'is'the'sort'of'
subject'Linda'craves,'“subjects'bathed'in'
and'sculpted'by'light”.'

Finally, I did and pushed forward into the new technology.” Also, an acclaimed portrait
painter, Linda first photographs her sitters, in several settings, paying attention to light and the
surroundings of the subject. After both are satisfied, Linda takes the photo file to experts, for
printing and enlarging, before drawing the subject on a stretched canvas in preparation for the
actual painting of the portrait. Linda’s commissions include former Ontario Premier David
Peterson (1985-1990) and philanthropist and financier Judy Goldring, named one of the most
powerful 100 women in Canada in 2015.
Linda’s artistic nature was nurtured from her New Jersey childhood. “My mother’s family was
deeply involved in the fine arts and lived them - writing, music, painting. Children were left to
their own devices, so I was a young observer on the outside looking in. I’m still an observer.”
At 17 Linda enrolled at Pine Manor College, in Massachusetts, where she won the Annual Art
Purchase Prize for a plein air landscape. (In 2016, 50 years later, the college awarded her an
Honorary Doctorate in Visual Arts.)
In 1968, Linda travelled to Paris to study French at the Sorbonne and drawing at Cite des Arts,
where she was mentored by the great Bulgarian artist Nicolas Manev. Back in America, Linda
attended the School of Visual Arts, in New York, graduating with a BFA. While there she was
introduced to photographics and set up a Bessler C23 enlarger, in her dark room, at home.
Luckily for Linda, she was not bothered by the chemicals of the day. “It was a magical
experience for me, seeing images appearing.” (For the record: Linda is forever thankful her
hard-working father and mother, who was devoted to the arts, supported her financially and
emotionally throughout her schooling.)
A School of Visual Arts’ instructor felt Linda had “European sensibilities” and advised
her to try cosmopolitan Montreal. In the 1970s, thanks to that teacher’s Montreal introductions,
Linda’s career, as an illustrator, enfolded. “For Montreal Star magazine covers, I roamed the
streets of Montreal shooting black and white film, with my Nikkormat and then developed it in
my bathroom darkroom. Then I painted the scene, in full colour. The deadlines were quick, so
there were many over-nighters. Just me and my radio” recalls Linda.
In 1979 Linda moved to Toronto and took every illustration job offered. She remembers
working on 50 black and white illustrations for a Playboy Press publication. “It was a book
about beauty and the author, Judy Thornton Stark, commissioned me directly. As a freelancer,
I did not encounter any male sexism,” says Linda adding, at the same time, she was executing
13 small portraits, in full colour, for Sherritt Gordon Mines Annual Report as well as teaching at
Ryerson University. (Linda started teaching in colleges in 1980 and did so until 2001. At
Ryerson, she taught fashion and figure drawing, colour, design and Visual Communications.
Linda reckons about 3,000 students benefitted from her informed teaching.)

Karine'&'Rafael'''
In'2012'Brazilians'Karine'and'Rafael'
won'First'Prize'in'the'Salsa'
Competition'of'Six'Degrees'
Nightclub.'''
'
Always'in'search'of'the'intimate'
connection'between'dancers'and'
inspired'by'the'fiery'moves'of'these'
South'Americans,'Linda'caught'
their'electric'connection'and'use'of'
three'dimensional'space.'

Pulga'‘10'
Linda'is'not'just'interested'in'Latin'
Dancers.'After'her'first'year'
shooting'The'Canada'Salsa'
Congress,'she'decided'to'find'out'
what'she'did'not'know.''
'
She'chose'a'onePday'class'in'the'
Distillery'District'taught'by'the'best'
dance'photographer'in'the'country'
Cylla'Von'Tiedemann.'While'
directing'brilliant'modern'dancer'
Pulga'Muchochoma.

Clifton'Stennett'and'Andrea'
Hanak,'partners'in'dance'and'life'
were'in'their'Cadence'Dance'
Company'studio'at'which'Linda'
spent'many'hours'over'years'
capturing'the'spontaneous'
movement'and'interaction'that'
occurs'during'rehearsals.''
'
'The'old'factory'loft'on'Ontario'
Street'and'the'light'pouring'
through'the'window'created'
these'lovely'silhouettes'upon'
which'she'concentrated'

David'and'Paulina,'
Mexicans'based'in'Montreal,'
World'Champions'David'and'
Paulina'wow'audiences'every'
time'they'perform'at'the'Canada'
Salsa'and'Bachata'Congress'in'
October'in'Toronto.'''
'

Their'perfect'form,'stage'
presence'and'choreography'have'
been'an'inspiration'for'Linda'for'
nearly'ten'years.''

During her second year in Toronto, Linda attended a send-off party for Kildare Dobbs. Dobbs,
a writer, poet and sophisticated man-about-town, was born in India and into Anglo-Irish gentry.
He was enchanted by the lovely Linda Kooluris, but he was about to leave for Europe on a twomonth travel assignment. He sent her a postcard “It’s been my experience that beautiful
women have unworthy men in their lives, I want you to know I am as worthless as the next.”
When Dobbs returned, they had their first date and two weeks later during high tea, at
Toronto’s Four Seasons Hotel, he proposed. What girl could resist such a romantic proposal.
Kildare and Linda married in 1981 and lived life together, centered around travel, art and
cultured friends, until Kildare died, in 2013, after a long illness. “We shared an insatiable
passion for travel and sacrificed a life of possessions, like owning a car or house, to be
liberated for travel. Travel fed my art and mind. My senses become fine-tuned when I am away
from the familiar,” Linda says.
Meanwhile, in 2000, a surprising call came from Palm Beach where Linda’s brother was
entertaining Father Allen Duston O.P., the Director of the Patrons of the Arts at the Vatican
Museums. Apparently, Father Allen was travelling to Toronto to oversee the Vatican Angels
Exhibition at the AGO. (He wrote the catalogue.) In Toronto, Linda and Father Allen
“chummed” around and, naturally, he asked to see her artwork. The priest invited her to
photograph the Vatican gardens and made the arrangements. This was a splendid opportunity
as there is no public access except on tours to the fifty-eight acres of papal garden, strictly
secured by Gendarmes and the Swiss Guard.
Linda travelled to Rome in 2001, the first of four trips, to shoot the Vatican Gardens. The
first time Linda was escorted through the papal gardens by Father Allen’s assistant - shooting
as she went. During the next three trips, there were many privileged walks and photo ops, in
the gardens. During Linda’s last trip to Rome, in 2008, she climbed to the top of St. Peter’s
Basilica with her trusty Nikon D70, fitted with a zoom lens, to take aerial views.
Shortly after her first Vatican shoot, Kooluris Dobbs was offered a show of her photographs at
First Canadian Place. Vatican Gardens and Roman Reflections, was mounted in 2002, which
coincided with Pope John Paul II visiting Toronto for a World Youth Conference. Later Linda
felt she had a book. The upshot: The Gardens of the Vatican with text by Kildare Dobbs, was
published in 2009 by Frances- Lincoln Publishers, in the U.K. and then by McArthur &
Company, in Canada.

The First Canadian Place exhibition was a “break-through,” according to Linda adding in
a new technique of Polaroid Transfers. She sold many Vatican pictures. She continued to
mount exhibitions of her watercolours and photographs and to receive several portrait
commissions (painted in acrylics). Toronto, writer and dance archivist Paul Dwyer commenting
on Linda’s work described her as a “genius of atmosphere.”
“She has a penchant for highly developed compositions within each of her photographic
frames. A superior grasp of geometry enables the viewer’s eye to move over the surface of
each photograph, very much in a painterly style.”
Currently Kooluris Dobbs teaches only one master class and is concentrating on watercolour
painting and looking to do more portraiture.

The Bernini Fountain: Another of Bernini’s beautiful creations like the Colonnade of Piazza
St.Pietro, this is one of two fountains on either side that give balance and order to the general
design. From earliest times, the Vatican hills were irrigated by streams and springs. Today it
is irrigation from aquaducts and water from the Tiber that feeds the gardens.

La Casina as seen in 2000 just as the restorations were begun. In 1553,
Pope Pius IV, a Medici Pope, contemporary with Elizabeth I of England,
commissioned Pirro Ligorio and Salustio Perrizi to design and build this
beautiful summer house. Its grace is very feminine.

The(Sculpture(of(
Yigsolo(
'

The'Tree'of'Life'in'
bronze'is'a'modernist'
sculpture'of'Yigsolo.''It'
is'set'against'the'
classical'dome'of'St.'
Peter’s'Basilica.''
Within'the'gardens'
one'is'confronted'by'
sites,'ancient'and'
modern,'nestled'
together.'Drama'is'
added'to'the'image'by'
the'impending'storm'
that'approaches.'

Aerial(View(of(La(Casina(
(

Shot'from'the'Dome'of'St.'Peter’s,'the'scale'of'La'Casina'emerges.'Not'completed'until'1562,'today'it'
houses'the'Pontifical'Academy'for'Sciences,'whose'members'are'distinguished'scientists'from'many'
countries.''In'the'background'is'glimpsed'the'Square'Garden'with'lemon'trees'in'pots.'

The(Gardens(of(the(Vatican(Book(Jacket(
(

The'front'cover'of'the'book'shows'the'labyrinth'Italian'Garden,'with'its'topiary'hedges'overlooking'
the'dome'of'St.'Peter’s.'Distinctive'to'the'Gardens'is'the'use'of'varying'hues'and'shades'of'green.'

A Propensity for Colour in the Wheel of Life
Linda Kooluris Dobbs
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“Understanding the colour wheel is essential for painters. When colours bounce off each other
magic happens.” ~ Linda Kooluris Dobbs.
“I’m always attracted to subjects in strong light,” says artist Linda Kooluris Dobbs, swaddled in
a vivid coral cardigan, on a bright February day. “Clarity in color is very important. If I get the
light right, the viewer can see it. I never paint the light source, but the effect of it.”
During her 50 years as an artist, Linda has earned a stellar reputation as an illustrator, portrait
painter, photographer and watercolorist. She is also a revered mentor and demanding teacher.
She taught drawing, graphic design and colour at Ryerson University (1980-2001). Linda
always insists beginning watercolourists understand the color wheel and have “an
apprenticeship experience.” Her students spend six weeks doing color-making exercises
before Linda allowed them one color to make a monotone picture.
“By then they have broken down the colors into gradations and learned the order in which
pigments go down to make a picture come alive,” Linda says.
Linda admits she is a perfectionist. “I zoom in and look at paintings, from side to side, and up
and down - from different perspectives. When I show students, maybe one tiny tweak, the right
thing happens. It gives me great pleasure. But I do not want their work to look like mine. My job
is to make them independent of me.”
Linda Kooluris’s life as an artist began in childhood. The family lived in New Jersey and
weekends went to New York to pursue cultural activities. Linda’s summers were spent taking
art lessons in Martha’s Vineyard and with her mother’s Russian émigré family in the Catskill
Mountains. This side of the family were all artists and provided serious role models for Linda.
“My father, of Greek heritage, was a practical man in the restaurant business. I wasn’t
interested in cooking. I was born with an artistic gene,” Linda says.
Linda tells a story: “When I was three, I was lost on a beach in Florida. I made friends with a
police officer. He was teaching me how to swim when I was found. I’ve never been fearful
about taking on the unknown.” She listens to her own drummer.

Seven%Sisters%'10!!!
!
Watercolour!30”!x!40”!
Linda!joined!Kildare!as!he!was!reunited,!after!60!years,!with!
his!closest!friend!Adrian!Hamilton!in!the!Royal!Navy!with!
whom!he!fought!in!WWII.!!The!site!that!she!painted!was!set!
in!the!Downs,!with!its!white!cliffs!and!luscious!green!
landscape!that!sweeps!out!into!the!Channel,!a!view!seen!in!
the!2007!movie!Atonement.!

In 1968, Linda studied drawing at the Cite des Arts in Paris before attending the School of
Visual Arts, in New York, at a time when Abstract Expressionism was the current trend in the
art world. She chose illustration and photographics. One painting instructor wanted her to do a
painting from memory (something she felt she could not do) and taught her the value of freeassociation to generate images and ideas.
After graduating with a Bachelor of Fine Arts, Linda worked in New York and then moved to
Montreal, for its European ambience. There, in the ‘70s, Linda earned her crust as a freelance
illustrator for newspapers, magazines and record companies. Next, in Toronto, she carried on
as an itinerant graphic artist. (For the record her resume lists over 70 freelance clients,
including the Globe and Mail, Canadian Living and Nabisco Brands.) In 1981 Linda Kooluris
met and soon married Kildare Dobbs, a cosmopolitan writer, poet and traveller. “I never
imagined I’d marry a travel writer. We agreed it was best to have a rich life and spent our
money on travel. I’m a person that draws from the new. It stimulates my imagination,” Linda
says. They collaborated on one major project, Gardens of the Vatican, a coffee table book
launched in 2009, featuring Linda’s photographs and Kildare’s text and several travel articles.
Linda was first recognized in Toronto, as a talented artist, in 1985 with an exhibition of
portraits, mounted at 21 McGill, a prestigious women’s club. “This launched me into fine art
and, from then on, I only did portraits that were commissioned and painted subjects that
intrigued me, mostly from travels,” she says.
Since then Linda has completed about 70 commissioned portraits of many eminent Canadians,
including the Hon. Henry Jackman, 25th Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario (1997) and the Hon.
David Peterson, former Premier of Ontario. (1998). These paintings are part of the Queen’s
Park legislature collection and in 2017 Linda attended a reception, at Queen’s Park, to honour
living portrait artists.
“I have no formula. Each portrait has its own needs. I enter inside the person I’m painting and
often become a friend. But I’m always aware, I’m a professional doing a job.”
After photographing her subjects, Linda prefers to paint in her home studio and often to music.
She admits she enjoys dancing around the studio, as she works to music. Her portraits are all
done in acrylic, as Linda abandoned oils, early on, because turpentine cracked her hands. (It’s
worth noting, Linda’s work has been featured in the acclaimed North Light Book of Acrylic
Painting Technique, by Earl Killeen.)

Shipyard%Stockholm%‘96%

%
Watercolour!28"!X!19"!
Linda!fell!in!love!with!
Stockholm!and!its!14!islands,!
returning!seven!times.!Its!
glowing!light!falls!on!subjects!
surrounded!by!water.!!!
!
This!large!vibrant!watercolor!
was!another!example!of!
Linda!defying!a!medium!by!
giving!the!illusion!of!
weathered!wood!and!rusted!
metal.!!It!was!the!key!piece!in!
a!oneTwoman!exhibition!
in!1996!at!the!Chubb+
Corporation+Headquarters!in!
New!Jersey.!

Linda’s career has not been without a setback. The portrait of Jackman was “trashed” by a
Globe and Mail art critic, in 1997 for using photography (her own). “That period was a blight. I
had no portrait commissions for five years.”
During another fallow period, her husband was extremely ill and Linda was primary caregiver
until Kildare passed away in 2013. She had stopped painting. Two years later, Linda sorted
his papers and rare books for delivery to the University of Toronto Archives.
“Literally, as the door closed on the 37 boxes going out with the driver, the phone was ringing.
It was Stephen Coxford requesting a portrait,” recalls Linda. “The Coxford commission in 2015,
for the University of Western Ontario, revived my career as a portraitist.” It was the first
commission in ten years. Currently Linda is passionate about watercolor, a difficult, unforgiving
medium. As a student, she learned about Dr. Martin’s dyes (like liquid watercolor) using them
and other water media for her illustrative work and portraits. Then in 1986, Kildare gave Linda
a set of watercolors for her birthday.
“I took to it immediately and taught myself how to work with them,” Linda says.
In 1987, Toronto TV personality Dini Petty came to Linda for watercolor lessons. “I taught
Dini watercolor using the exercises in Christopher Schink’s Design and Color in Watercolor.
We both benefitted from his exercises and explanations of the qualities of different pigments.
To this day I use Schink’s expertise to supplement my own teaching techniques.” Petty
proclaims Linda gave her a great life-long gift. “Thanks to those private lessons I found I could
actually draw and now I find I can lose myself while painting.” There was also spin-off: In the
1990s, Petty and a camera crew were sent to a destitute neighborhood in Uganda, to record a
story about the AIDS epidemic.
“The camera crew went off and I was left with 10 kids looking at me. First, we played a pebble
game. What to do next? I saw a piece of charcoal, from the cooking fire, and proceeded to do
my best Kooluris Dobbs imitation. I drew a human face and a cat on a wall. Total silence. Then
the kids took up charcoal and walls everywhere, in the neighborhood, had graffiti. Drawing was
a gift Linda gave me and I shared it with those kids.” Petty adds, when she was down-sizing
her residence, the only item her son wanted was a painting of a scene in Tunisia, by Linda
Kooluris Dobbs.

Metal%Chair<Club%
Santiago%‘17!!
!
Watercolour!20!1/2"x!14"!
Always!a!lover!of!creating!
illusion!of!materials,!Linda!
chose!to!reveal!the!hot!sun!
of!Mexico!reflecting!off!of!a!
metal!chair.!Despite!the!
descending!values!of!bluish!
colors!contrast!with!the!
complimentary!peach!of!the!
tiles,!one!feels!a!sense!of!
harmony.!

Another student Roslyn Orenstein who has attended Linda’s weekly watercolor class since
2009, describes Linda as a brilliant artist. “She has a unique talent for understanding the
quality of light. The light in her own work is luminous, even in watercolor,” Orenstein says,
adding Linda is also an inspirational teacher.
Orenstein firmly believes Linda “absolutely” advanced her work so the difference is as day is
from night. “She is able to instruct adults with sensitivity to everyone’s different life
experiences. In class, she makes us feel good, never negative, but she is honest. Linda will
look at a painting and say: I like what I see, but here’s what we will do and she tells you in a
gentle way how to improve your picture.”
In 1989, Linda and Kildare went to Morocco for Christmas. “People there were
apprehensive being photographed, so I focused on watercolor and architecture. I did a painting
of a rain-drenched Moroccan Courtyard and I also captured the soft organic form of a white cat
winding its way around the legs of a wicker chair at the Mamounia Hotel.” recalls Linda. Both
paintings won awards from the Toronto Watercolour Society.
Linda, an accomplished and joyful Latin dancer, met Mark Euteneier at a dance event. He
discovered she was an artist and it turned out he required a few paintings for his home, so
Linda invited him to her studio. “She had placed about 15 pieces out for me. The first one I saw
literally jumped out at me. It was a painting of a cruise ship’s white gunnel, mahogany railing
and teak deck. I had worked on several cruise ships, as a dance host, and the painting spoke
to me,” recalls Euteneier, now a prominent businessman. “The watercolour picture reminds me
of the daily excitement aboard ship and the anticipation of the next port. It is so well painted, I
can almost smell the sea when I look at it above my mantle.” He adds, “Linda and he are
friends and often meet for coffee to talk about art, travel and dance. Meeting Linda has been a
real blessing for me,” Euteneier says.

Father%John%Guilbert%Mariani%‘08,!acrylic!
!
After!having!had!her!photographs!published!in!The+National+Post!set!in!Portugal!on!a!previous!visit!
to!Casa+Alta+Royal+Lodge+in!Ourem!and!other!locations,!she!returned!to!deliver!her!portrait!of!now!
Retired!Chaplain!to!the!Royal+House+of+Portugal!American!Father%John%Guilbert%Mariani.!They!first!
met!in!Rome!at!a!reception!at!the!Club!of!the!Knights!of!Malta!in!2003.!In!this!portrait,!Father!
John!stands!at!the!entrance!of!the!carefully!restored!former!royal!lodge,!a!property!of!perfection!
and!hospitality,!a!stone’s!throw!from!the!Castle!of!Ourem.!Linda!was!given!the!title!of!Baroness!
after!completion!of!the!portrait.!

Club%Santiago,%Mexico%‘17!%

+
Watercolour!26"!x!19!7/8"!!
This!tranquil!scene!set!in!the!quiet!of!the!morning!as!this!stranger,!shaded!by!
the!towering!!palmtree,!looks!out!over!Santiago!Bay!near!Manzanillo!is!
typical!of!Linda’s!approach!to!painting.!!She!sets!up!questions!by!allowing!the!
viewer!to!imagine!the!thoughts!and!face!of!the!figure.!

Brent%Parolin%‘17%

!
In!a!day!dance!photography!class!taught!by!Gary!Ray!Rush,!Linda!had!the!opportunity!
to!photograph!Brent!Parolin,!Second!Soloist!of!the!National!Ballet,!as!he!introduced!
one!of!his!new!choreographies!to!Italian!Erika!Delponte,!a!member!of!the!Corps!de!
Ballet.!Linda!used!her!painter’s!understanding!to!adjust!the!colour!to!reflect!the!
passion!she!felt!in!the!movement!of!this!exquisite!dancer.!

Vanesa%Stay%&%Rafael%Steyners%‘10%

!
An!Official!Photographer!of!the!Canada!Salsa!&!Bachata!Congress,!
Linda!shot!this!inspired!couple’s!routine!influenced!by!the!
movie!Avatar.!Argentinian!Vanessa!Stay!is!a!current!World+Latin+
Dance+Cup+judge!and!the!coTfounder!of!Latin+Energy+Dance+
Company.!

THE%ROM%‘16%

!
Caught!at!different!times!of!day,!these!complimentary!coloured!
views!of!the!entrance!to!the!Royal!Ontario!Museum!set!against!
one!another!and!the!reflected!images!seen!in!the!irregular!
geometrically!varied!windows!reveal!the!striking!architecture!of!
Daniel!Libeskind.!

Jessie%on%the%Rocks%‘04%

!
The!late!mother!of!Jessie!Stuart!Lisa!Goldstein!commissioned!Linda!
to!paint!her!and!her!brother!Matthew’s!portrait.!Linda!chose!the!
setting!at!Wasaga!Beach!where!the!family!had!a!lakeside!home.!
While!taking!a!break,!Linda!asked!Jessie!to!sit!on!a!rock!facing!out!to!
the!horizon!and!captured!this!lovely!young!teenager!lost!in!her!
thoughts.!

Born in January, the Age of Aquarius, Linda’s profile is right on. Aquarians are water
bearers and being part Greek, Linda has a love and affinity for the sea. Zodiac pundits
describe Aquarians as defined by adaptability and originality. They love new settings and
environments and have the ability to present their unique out-going personality with charisma.
Linda adds to this profile: “I have chosen, as an artist and teacher, to support people and to
make life better,” she says.
Thinking about her younger self, Linda admits she used to do more complex show-off
pieces to prove what she could do. “Now I want fewer elements in my pictures. More abstract,
in the realism, like Winslow Homer and Edward Hopper,” she says. Linda keeps a series of
works she calls her “breakthrough pieces” that remind her when she moved to another
technique or subject in her art. They include, after Kildare’s passing, a portrait of a widow,
painted in Puerto Rico, a small picture of a Venetian gondolier that took 40 glazes to give the
water the correct mysterious look, and a bowl of fruit painted as seen from overhead.
“I never give breakthrough work away and advise my students to keep theirs as well,” says
Linda, who has chosen to teach only one master class now.

It's%Music%to%My%Ears%‘17%
!
When!out!and!about!in!the!city!of!Toronto,!L!inda!seeks!out!the!unusual!with!her!
Nikon!in!hand.!!She!loves!playing!with!typefaces!and!creating!what!she!refers!to!
as!Imaginary+Posters.!She!chose!a!title!and!put!it!together!with!another!favorite!
subject,!music,!displaying!this!kooky!shop!window!on!Queen’s!Street.!

